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The structure of any bisimple inverse semigroup with identity element 
was determined by Clifford in [2], and Reilly [9] generalized these results 
to arbitrary bisimple inverse semigroups. 
Reilly’s construction was then extended by Clifford [3] to obtain a structure 
theorem for any bisimple orthodox semigroup, and in particular [4], for any 
bisimple left unipotent semigroup. Left unipotent semigroups were studied 
(under different names) in papers of Bailes [l], Venkatesan [lo], and Warne [ll]. 
In Section 2 we determine all homomorphisms of a certain type from one 
bisimple orthodox semigroup into another, and apply the result in Section 3 
to give a structure theorem for any semilattice of bisimple orthodox semigroups 
with identity, in which the set of identities forms a subsemigroup. The latter 
thus generalizes work of Gantos [7] for semilattices of bisimple inverse semi- 
groups. 
In Section 4, our homomorphism theorem is specialized to arbitrary bisimple 
left unipotent semigroups. The statement, and especially the proof, in this 
section differs from the more general case because of the particular structure 
theorem [4] employed for bisimple left unipotent semigroups. Semilattices 
of bisimple left unipotent semigroups with identity elements are also briefly 
described. 
1. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
We shall adopt the notation and terminology of [6]. The structure of any 
bisimple orthodox semigroup is given in Theorem A of [3]. Since this theorem 
is the starting point for our investigation, we shall review it and the surrounding 
concepts, extracting from [3; 51. 
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By a right Reillygroupoid we mean a partial groupoid R satisfying the following 
four axioms. 
(Rl) If a, b, c are elements of R such that bc and a(k) are defined, then 
ab and (ab)c are defined, and (ab)c = a@). 
(R2) If a is an element of R such that ab is defined for some b in R, 
then ax is defined for all x in R. 
(R3) If a, b, c are elements of R such that UC = bc, then ax = 6x for 
all x in R. 
(R4) R contains at least one left identity element. 
By the core a of a right Reilly groupoid R we mean the set of all a in R such 
that ub is defined for some, hence for all, b in R. Now i? is a subsemigroup 
of R containing all left identities of R. For any left identity e of R let H, denote 
the group of units of the semigroup i?e. Define ~9% (a, b in R) to mean that 
a = xb and b = ya for some x, y in 8. By Proposition 1.2 of [5], a.%~ if and 
only if a = ub for some u E H, . 
A left Reilly groupoid L and its core ,? are defined dually. If e’ is a right identity 
of a left Reilly groupoid L, let H,, denote the group of units of the semigroup 
e%. The relation W on L is defined dually. 
Let R [L] be a right [left] Reilly groupoid. Elements of L will be denoted 
by primed letters. By an anti-correlation between L and R we mean a subset K 
of L x R satisfying the following conditions. 
(ACl) The projection of K into L[R] is onto L[R]. 
(AC2) (a’, u) E K, (b’, b) E K, (b’, a) E K imply (a’, 6) E K. 
(AC3) If (a’, a) E K then a’ EL if and only if a E 8. 
(AC4) Let l? = K n (x x 2). Then (a’, a) E &, (6’, b) E K imply 
(Vu’, ab) E K. 
The following seven axioms are needed. 
(AI) R[L] is a right [left] Reilly groupoid, and K is an anticorrelation 
between them; e[e’] is an arbitrary but fixed left [right] identity of R[L]. 
We write K = K-l o K and X = Ko K-r, and let H,[H,,] be the group of 
units of tie[eeZ]. 
(AD) aCKbC (a, b E 8, c E R) imply aertbe; and c’u’~‘~‘(u’, 6’ EL, c’ EL) 
imply e’a’he’b’. 
(AIII) For a’ EL, (a’, e) E K if and only if a’ is a right identity of L; 
for a E R, (e’, a) E K if and only if a is a left identity of R. 
Using (AI)-(AIII), one can show that K induces an antiisomorphism u + u’ 
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from H, onto H,, . Here, for u E H, , zi denotes the unique element of H,, 
such that (u’, u) E K. 
Define an equivalence relation T on L x R by 
(a’, b) T(c’, d) if and only if c’ = a’u’ and d = ub for some u E H, . (1.1) 
Let (a’, !J)~ be the T-class containing (a’, b). Proposition 3.2 of [5] shows that 
the subsets f, x 8, e% x fie, and K of L x R are unions of T-classes, and so 
we write 
T = (L x R)/T, p = (2 x R)/T, To = (e% X Re)/T, 
K, = K/T, gT = hK,, K,” = To n K, , 
and g = K n (2 x a). For arbitrary (x’, y), in p and (cI’, b) in L x R, 
Proposition 3.3 of [5] allows us to define 
(x’, Y)&‘, 4 = (u’x’, $4, * (1.2) 
We now postulate a binary operation (0) on K, such that the following axioms 
hold. 
(AIV) K,(o) is a band; and, for all (a’, a) E I?, 
(e’, e), 0 (a’, a), = (e/a’, a>, , 
(a’, a), 0 (e’, e), = (a’, ue)7 .
(AV) Two elements of K, are B-equivalent in the band K,(o) if and 
only if they can be put in the form (a’, a), and (b’, b)T with (a’, b) E K, and then 
(a’, a), 0 (b’, 4 = (a’, 47 . 
(AVI) If (a’, a), and (b’, b)7 belong to K,o and (c’, c) E K, then 
[(a’, 40 (b’, Wc’, 4 = (a’, 4,v, c) 0 (b’, M’, 4. 
(AVII) For each element (c’, b) of L x R, there exists an element (x’, y), 
of p such that (b’, b)., o (c’, c)~ = (x’, y),(b’, c) = (b’x’, yc), , for any b’ EL 
and c E R such that (b’, b) and (c’, c) belong to K. 
Using these axioms, Proposition 3.5 of [5] shows that an element (x’, Y)~ 
satisfying (AVID exists in To, and this element is uniquely determined by b 
and c’; denoting it by b fi c’ the equation in (AVII) becomes 
(b’, b), o (c’, c), = (b +- c’)(b’, c). (1.3) 
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By a box frame we mean a system (L, e’; R, e; K) satisfying axioms (AI)- 
(AIII). By a banded box frame (L, e’; R, e; &(o)) we mean a box frame (L, e’; 
R, e; K) together with a binary operation (0) on K, satisfying (AIV)-(AVII). 
THEOREM A [3]. Let (L, e’; R, e; K,(o)) be a banded box frame, and let 
T = (L x R)/r. Dejne a binary operation (0) on T by 
(a’, b)., o (c’, d)T = (b fi c’)(a’, d), (1.4) 
where b + c’ is the element of To dejned by (1.3). Then the following hold: 
(i) T(o) is a bisimple orthodox semigroup. 
(ii) The band of idempotents of T(o) is precisely K,(o). 
(iii) The mapping b -+ (e’, b)7 is an isomorphism of R onto the %class R, 
of T(o) containing the idempotent E = (e’, e), , and a’ + (a’, e), is an isomorphism 
of L onto L, . 
(iv) For arbitrary a’ EL and b E R, (a’, b) E K if and only if (a’, e), and 
(e’, b)T are inverse to each other in T(o). 
Conversely, if S is a bisimple orthodox semigroup, if e is an idempotent of S, 
and K, is the set of all mutually inverse pairs (a’, a) in L, x R, , then K, is an 
anti-correlation between L, and R, and (L, , e’; R, , e; K,) is a box frame. Define 
T on L, x R, by (a‘, b) r(c’, d) af and only if c’ = a’u-l and d = ub for some u 
in H, , and let T, = (L, x R,)/r, K, = K,/r. The mapping 9: T, -+ S defined 
by (a’, b),B = a’b is a bijection, and maps K, onto Es . The latter enables us to 
define a binary operation (0) on K, by 
(a’, a), o (b’, b)r = (c’, c)r if and only if (a’a)(b’b) = c’c. 
Then (L, , e; R, , e; K7(o)) is a banded box frame. DeJining $r: R x L -+ To 
by (1.3) and then (0) on T, by (1.4), the abooe mapping 0 is an isomorphism of 
(T, , o) onto S. 
Remarks. (1) From the proof of Theorem A in [S], it is clear that the opera- 
tion (0) on T extends the band operation (0) on K,(o). 
(2) For purposes in the next section, we reformulate the operation (0) 
on T as follows. According to equations (1.4), (1.3), (1.2), and axiom (AVII), 
for any (a’, b)T. and (c’, d), in T, we have (a’, b), o (c’, d), = (a’x’, yd), , where 
(x’, yX is the unique element in T” such that 
(b’b)7 o (c’, c)r = (b’x’, y~)~ 
for any b’ EL and c E R such that (b’, b), (c’, c) are in K. 
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2. HOMOMORPHISMS 
By a partial homomorphism of a partial groupoid R, into a partial groupoid 
R, we mean a mapping 4: RI -+ R, such that if a, b are in A, and ab is defined, 
then (a+)(&) is defined in R, and (a+)(b$) = (ab)+. If #J is also a bijection of 
R, onto R, , + is called a partial isomorphism. 
Now let R, and R, be right Reilly groupoids and let e, , e2 be fixed left identities 
for R, , R, respectively. Let 4: R, + R, be a partial homomorphism of R, 
into R, mapping e, to e2 . Easily, + maps 8, into & , l?,e, into R,e, , and HaI 
into He, . Dual statements hold for partial homomorphisms between left Reilly 
groupoids. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Ti (i = 1, 2) be bisimple orthodox semigroups constructed 
from banded box frames (Li , eti; Ri , ei ; KiTi( (i = 1,2) us in Theorem A. 
Let &: R, --f R, and &: L, -+ L, be partial homomorphisms such that eI& = e, 
and e’,$, = et2 and satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) If (a’, b) E Kl then (a’+, WI,) E JG ; 
(ii) (a’, bLI o, (c’, d),, = (f ‘, gLl in K171(01) implies 
Then the mapping 4: TI --t T, defined by (a’, b)?,# = (a’& , b~$,),~ is a homo- 
morphism of T,(o,) into Tz(oz), and every homomorphism # of T,(o,) into T,(o,) 
which maps c1 = (e‘, , el), 1 to Ed = (ef2 , e,),z is obtainable in this way. 
Proof. To see that # is well-defined, suppose that (a’, b) T~(c’, d) in L, x R, . 
From the definition (1.1) of r1 we have c’ = u’u’ and d = ub for some u in HeI . 
Thus c’& = (a’$J(u’$,) and d+, = (u+I)(b&). By our earlier remarks, u E He1 
implies u+r E He, , and dually, u’ E H,, implies that u’& E H,l . Moreover, 
since (u’, u) E KI , condition (i) gives (u’& , u+r) E K, .* Therefore 
(a’#, , b&) T~(c’&, d+,) in L, x R, as desired. 
We now show that 1,4 is a homomorphism. Let (a’, b),l and (c’, d),l be arbitrary 
elements in TI . By our remark (2) at the conclusion of Section 1, their product 
in T,(o,) is given by (a’, b),l o1 (c’, d),I = (a’~‘, yd),l , where (x’, Y)~, is the 
unique element in T,” such that 
(b’, b),, 01 Cc’, ~1,~ = (b x’, ~4,~ (2.1) 
for any b’ EL, and c E RI such that (b’, b) and (c’, c) are in KI . Therefore, 
[(a’> b)rl 01 (c’, dLJ 4 = ( a’~‘, yell 4 = Na’4&‘+J, (YU~+& . 
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Now 
(a’7 hl # 0‘2 Cc’, 47, * = (a’$2 9W1L2 02 Cc’42 > w, 
= W42) w’, wb1)17, 
where (pu’, z),~ is the unique element in T,” satisfying 
(2.2) 
(5 WQ 02 (c’42 Y 4Q = (P’, a, (2.3) 
for any g EL, and h E R, such that (g, b+,) and (~‘4~ , h) are in K2 . 
We claim that (w’, a),$ = (xl+, , y$&, . To this end, let b’ EL, and c E RI 
be chosen so that (b’, b) and (c’, c) are in Kl . For this choice of b’ and c, equation 
(2.1) holds and is an equation in K17,(ol), so that our condition (ii) implies 
P’42 r WA,*2 Cc’42 9 41>T, = W’~zW62), (Ydd(c+I>l, * (2.4) 
Since (b’+2 , b+,) and (~‘4~ , c$J are in K2 by condition (i), we are entitled 
to write the following special case of (2.3): 
WY52 9 W1L2 02 Cc’42 Y 41)7, = W42) w’, eM7, - 
From (2.4) and (2.3’) we obtain 
(2.3’) 
K6’42>(~‘~2>~ (Y4Jw1)1, = [@‘42) w’, 4411T, * (2.5) 
Since (E’, y) E (e’,E, X Rre,), our initial remarks in this section show (~‘4s , y$r) E 
(e’J2 x I?,,,), whence (~‘4~ , y+r),, E T,“. Since (w’, z)r, is also in T20, it follows 
from Proposition 3.4 of [5] that (~‘4~ ,y+r)r. = (w’, x& as claimed. 
From (~‘95~ ,r54) 2( 7 w’, z) comes w’ = (x’$~)u and z = u( y&) for some 
u E He, . Thus (2.2) now becomes 
= Ku’, e1 01 Cc’9 4&. 
Thus # is a homomorphism of T,(o,) into T,(o,). 
Turning to the converse statement, let (CI: Tl ---f T, be a homomorphism 
mapping or = (e’, , eI)l, to ca = (e’, , e,), . For any a in RI , Theorem A(iii) 
shows that (e’r , u)rl is in the 96class R6: of T,(o,) which contains or . Thus, 
since c,* = Ed , (e’, , u),~I/ is in the W-class R, of T,(o,) which contains c2 , 
say (e’, , a),# = (ef2 , x,),, for some x, in R, .” Moreover, the element x, is 
uniquely determined by a. For if (e’, , x,) T2(e’, , x), then e’a = e’au’ and 
x = ux, for some u E H e2 . Since u’ E H,,, , we have e’2 = elzu’ = ti. By the 
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anti-isomorphism from H, 2 onto H,,, , it follows that e2 = u, whence x = 
ux, = e2x, = x, . 
Dually, for any a’ ELM , (a’, e1)71 is in the Z-class L, of T,(o,) which contains 
pi , so, since l 4 = Ed , (a’, e,),1# is in the T-class Lc2 of T,(o,) which contains 
~2 ; let (a’, elLl# = (Yap , e2L, where ya’ EL, is uniquely determined by a’. 
Let oli: R, + RE1 and /3r: L, ---f Lcl be the partial isomorphisms of Theorem 
A(iii) for Ti(oi), and let o12: R, -+ Rip and p2: L, + L, be the corresponding 
partial isomorphisms for T,(o,). The proof of Propoiition 4.8 of [5] shows 
that the inverses of these four bijections are also partial isomorphisms, whence 
it follows that +i = ~,I@;’ is a partial homomorphism of R, into R, and 
+2 = /Q//?$ is a partial homomorphism of L, into L, . In particular, for any 
aERl, a& = (UC+) $a;’ = (e’, , a),1 $01;~ = (e’, , xJ7* .;l = x, and similarly, 
for any a’ EL, we obtain ~‘4, = yn’ . Thus 
and 
Fly 4Tl * = (e’2, x& = V2, aCd,, 
Clearly, 
(a’, edT1 4 = (Y’~, e2be = (a’#, , e2),, . 
eA = e2 and e’,$, = e12 .
From the proof of Proposition 4.9 of [5] we see that for arbitrary (a’, b)71 in Ti , 
then 
(a’, 471 = (a’, Gl o1 (e’, , b1 . 
Applying I/ to the last equation, we obtain 
(a’, b1 4 = (a’, e& # o2 (e’, , bl * 
= (a’+2 , e2h2 o2 (e’, , W1L2 
= (a’42 9 w, - 
From Theorem A(iv) and the fact that # is a homomorphism, it follows that 
condition (i) holds. Using condition (i) and the fact that (oi) on T,(oi) is an 
extension of the band operation (oi) in Kil,(ot) (; = 1,2), it is immediate that 
condition (ii) holds. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
3. SEMILATTICES OF BISIMPLE ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS 
Let Y be a semilattice, and for each 01 in Y let T, be a bisimple orthodox 
semigroup constructed from a banded box frame (Ln , e’, ; R, , e, ; K,,(o,)) 
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as in Theorem A. We assume that for OL # /3 in Y, then R, n Re = q5 and 
L, n L, = 4. For each pair 01, /3 in Y with 01 > /3 let $&: R, + Re and 
$5: L, + L, be partial homomorphisms such that e,$‘& = e, , e’,$$ = e’a , 
& is the identity mapping of R, , & is the identity mapping of L, , and 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(Cl) &$f,, = $T,, and &a#& = &,, for ol 3 p > y in Y; 
(C2) (a’, , b,) E K, implies (a’,&$ , b&a) E Ke for a! > /3 in Y; and 
(C3) (a’, , k), 0, Cc’, , da),, = (f’a , g&, in K&d implies 
(a’& > bms OB (c’aG3 I 4mq3 = (f’&3 ) ‘&&B)rg 
in K,,e(oe), for a 3 ,3 in Y. 
Let 9 = Y(Y; Pw, 4& ; L, , era ; R, , e, ; Ke7,(oa)) = LY T, , and for 
a >/31etha: T, -+ Te be the mapping given by (a’, , b,), (cls” = (a’,& , b&&a . 
By Theorem 2.1, each &” is a homomorphism of T,(o,j into Te(oe) for 01 > /3. 
Moreover, (Cl) implies that #a”&,@ = z&U if OL >, /3 > y in Y. Thus if we define 
an operation (0) on Y = lJasY T, by x OY = (43 oaB (rlCIE,J, where x E T, , 
y E Te , and (o& denotes the operation in T,, , Proposition 111.7.7 of [8] shows 
that 9’ is a strong semilattice of the T, , i.e., 9 = [Y; T, , I,$“]. If E, = (e’, , e,),, 
in T,, then a straightforward computation shows that E, o Ed = ~~a , that is, 
the set I = {Ed. . Q E Y> is a subsemigroup of 9’. Thus we have 
THEOREM 3.1. y(o) is a strong semilattice of the semigroups T, (a E Y), 
and the set I = {E,: d E Y} is a subsemigroup of Y. 
Let us now apply the above results to give a structure theorem for any 
semilattice of bisimple orthodox semigroups with identity, such that the set 
of identity elements is a subsemigroup. Gantos [7] has obtained a similar 
result for semilattices of bisimple inverse semigroups with identity. 
If S is a bisimple orthodox semigroup with identity element e, then by 
Lemma 6 of [IO], R,[L,] is a right [left] cancellative subsemigroup having e 
as identity. 
Thus, if Axiom (AI) is modified to read 
“(AI) R[L] is a right [left] cancellative semigroup with identity e[e’], 
and K is an anti-correlation between them,” 
and the remaining axioms (AII)-(AVII) are modified accordingly, the resulting 
version of Theorem A, hereafter referred to as Theorem A’, gives a construction 
for all bisimple orthodox semigroups with identity. Indeed, in the direct half 
of Theorem A’, (e’, e), is the identity element of T(o). 
If the discussion in this section before Theorem 3.1 is re-done based on 
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Theorem A’, then the version of Theorem 3.1 obtained (called Theorem 3.1’) 
describes a strong semilattice Sp of bisimple orthodox semigroups T, (a E Y) 
with identity elements E, , and the set I = {ea: 01 E Y> is a subsemigroup of 9’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S = UaEY S, be a semilattice Y of semigroups S, , each 
with identity element e, , and such that e,e, = e,, . Then there exist homomorphisms 
OaW: S, -+ S, (a >, /3) such that OaW is the identity mapping on S, , 01 3 ,J3 > y 
implies t?sul3y@ = eve, e,eBN = ea , and for all a E S, , b E SO (01, !I E Y), ab = 
(ae$J(be$); i.e., S is a strong semilattice of the S, , S = [Y; S, , eBu]. 
Proof. Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of [7] show that e, < e, if and only if 
0 < (Y in Y, and that the set {e,: 01 E Y} lies in the center of S. Thus if eaa: 
S, ---f S, (a > /3) is defined by aaeBa = e,a, (a, E S,), the result is immediate. 
Now let S = UoleY S, be a semilattice of bisimple orthodox semigroups 
S, (a E Y), each with identity element e, , such that the set (e,: 01 E Y} is a 
subsemigroup of S. Then e,eB = eaB so, by Lemma 3.1, S is a strong semilattice 
of the S, , S = [Y; S, , BBoi], with the e,% defined as above, and eneBa = e, 
for 01 3 p in Y. For notational convenience, write R, = RGa and L, = L, . 
Now apply the converse half of Theorem A’ to each S, , using the ide&ity 
element e, , to obtain a bisimple orthodox semigroup TE(o,) with identity 
element E, = (e, , e,J7, , which is isomorphic to S, under the mapping defined 
by (a’, , 4JTae, = a’& . 
LEMMA 3.2. For each pair ac > /3 in Y, let $& = eOa I R, and +& = SON 1 L, . 
Then +$: R,-+Ii,, $&:L,-tLg, and the mappings +;ls , $zfi (a >, p) satisfy 
conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3). 
Proof. We noted condition (Cl) in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and conditions 
(C2) and (C3) are immediate from Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. S is isomorphic to y(Y; q5& , #G& ; L, , e’, ; R, , e, ; Ko1,,(03) 
where the latter is constructed as in Theorem 3.1’. 
Proof. The proof follows from [8, Exercise 11, p. 1011, after we observe 
that the following diagram commutes for (y. > /3 in y: 
4. HOMOMORPHISMS OF BISIMPLE LEFT UNIPOTENT SEMIGROUPS 
A semigroup S is called left unipotent if each P-class of S contains exactly 
one idempotent. Since a left unipotent semigroup is orthodox, a homomorphism 
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theorem for bisimple left unipotent semigroups can be inferred from Theorem 
2.1. However, the structure theorem for bisimple left unipotent semigroups, 
i.e., Theorem B in [4], is somewhat more special than Theorem A, in that 
it more closely resembles the work of Clifford [2] and Reilly [9] in the inverse 
case. For this reason, we shall give a separate proof of the homomorphism 
theorem in this section, basing it upon Theorem B. As before, it will be helpful 
to begin by reviewing Theorem B and the concepts surrounding it. 
An equivalence relation p on a right Reilly groupoid R is called a congruence 
on R if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(CRI) R is a union of p-classes; 
(CR2) If (a, b) E p n (a x 8) and c E R, then (UC, bc) E p; 
(CR3) If (a, b) E p and c E 8, then (ca, cb) E p. 
The following axioms are needed. 
(BI) R is a right Reilly groupoid, e is an arbitrary but fixed left identity 
of R, and K is a congruence on R. 
(BII) If UCKbC (a, b E a and c E R), then UKb. 
(BIII) If a E R, then UK.? if and only if a is a left identity of R. 
Let II denote the set of g-classes of R. By Proposition 1.2 of [5], L, = H,u 
for every a in R, and note that if a E fi and b E R then 
Lab = H,ub = L,, . 
We postulate a binary operation (0) on lL satisfying the following axioms. 
(BIV) O(o) is a band, and 
L,oL, =L,, for all a E R, 
Lao-L =L., for all a E 8. 
(BV) Two elements of IL are g-equivalent in IL(o) if and only if they 
can be written in the form L, and L, with utcb, and then L, o Lb = L, . 
(BVI) If a, b E 8, and c E R, then 
(La 0 L,)c = L,c 0 L,c ( =Lac 0-w 
(BVII) To each pair of elements a, b of R there corresponds an element x 
of a such that 
L, OL, = L,, for all c in R such that bKc. 
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We now assume axioms (BI)-(BVII). Let C be a cross section of [L which 
is a union of K-&sseS (such cross sections exist), and define a binary operation 
V on R as follows: for a, 6 E R, let aVb be the element of C in the Z-class 
L, o L, . Thus 
L, 0 L, = La& . (4-l) 
Using (BVII), one can show that, given a, b in R, there exists a unique x in 8, 
such that aVb = xb. We denote this x by a * b, so that we have defined another 
binary operation * on R by 
UVb = (a * b)b, a*bER, (all a, b E R). 
We define an equivalence relation u on R x R by 
(a, b) (s(c, d) if and only if CKUa and d = ub, for some u E H, . 
We then define a binary operation (0) on T = (R x R)/a by 
(a, 4,o (c, 4, = ((c * b)a, (6 * c>d)o . 
Here, (a, b), denotes the u-class containing (a, b). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
THEOREM B [4]. Let R, e, K, and U-(o) satisfy axioms (BI)-(BVII). Let C 
be a cross section of IL which is a union of K-ChSt?S. DeJine (*) on R by (4.2), u on 
R x R by (4.3) and (0) on T = (R x R)/u by (4.4). Then the following hold. 
(i) T(o) is a bisimple left unipotent semigroup. 
(ii) The mapping L, + (a, a), is an isomorphism of [L(o) onto the band 
of idempotents of T(o). 
(iii) The mapping a - (e, a), is an isomorphism of R onto the .%-class R, 
of T(o) containing the idempotent E = (e, e), . 
in L (3 F or a, b in R, arch if and only if (e, a), and (e, b), have a common inverse 
c . 
Conversely, let S be a bisimple left unipotent semigroup, and let e be an idempotent 
of S. For each element a of R, , denote by a’ the unique inverse of a in L, . Define 
K on R, by aicb if and only if a’ = b’. DeJine a binary operation (0) on the set [L 
of Z-classes of R, by 
L, o L, = L, if and only if (a’a)(b’b) = c’c. 
Then axioms (BI)-(BVII) hold. De$ne T,( o as T(o) was defined in the first part ) 
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of the theorem, replacing R by R, . Then the mapping (a, b), --+ a’b is an isomorphism 
of T,(o) onto S. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Ti (i = 1,2) be bisimple left unipotent semigroups con- 
structed from (Ri , ei , K~ , Li(oi)) (i = 1,2) as in Theorem B, where Ci (i = 1,2) 
denotes a cross section of ILi which is a union of K&asses. Let 4: RI -+ R, be a 
partial homomorphism from R, to R, mapping e, to e, and satisfying the following 
two conditions: 
(i) aqb in RI implies (4) K,(W) in R, ; 
(ii) L, o1 L, = L, in [Ll(o,) implies 
L,, 02L,, = L,, in e2b2). 
Then the mapping 4: TI -+ T2 defined by (a, b),l# = (a+, b#)O, is a homomorphism 
of T,(o,) into Tz(02), and every homomorphism z,b of T,(oJ into T,(o,) which maps 
(e, , e&, to (e, , es),, is obtainable in this zuay. 
The proof of the first assertion of the theorem depends upon the following 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let T be a bisimple left uttipotent semigroup constructed from 
(R, e, K, L(o)) as in Theorem B. Then 
(1) Ifac=bc,wherea,bEfieandcER,thena=b. 
(2) If XKUZ, where x, y, z E R and II E H, , then (uz, uy) u(x, uy). 
Proof. If ac = bc for a, b E fie and c E R, then by (R3), ax = bx for all 
x E R. In particular, ae = be, whence a = b since a, b E Be. 
For (2), suppose XKUX, where x, y, z E R and u E H, . Since e(uz) = (eu)z = uz 
and likewise e(uy) = uy, we have 
xKe(uz) and uy = e(uy). 
Thus by (4.3) we obtain (uz, uy) 0(x, uy). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Tf (i = 1,2), (Ri , e, , Ki , lL,(oi)) (i = 1,2), and& RI + R, 
be as in the statement of Theorem 4.1. Then for any b, c in RI 
(1) (b x1 c)+ = u(b# kz c#) for some u E He, , and 
(2) for the u in (I), (c + 6) ~K~u(c~ *2 b$) in R, . 
Proof. For any b, c in RI , (4.1) gives L, o, L, = LbvIe , so condition (ii) 
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implies Lb0 o2 L,, = L(b~,c~6 . But (4.1) also gives Lb6 oa L,, = Lemv,c6 , so that 
Lcbvlcj6 = Lbmvzem in iLz(os). Then by Proposition 1.2 of [5], 
(b *1c)W) = Nb *1 +I+ = PV& by (4.2) 
= u(WV2c+) 
= 4w *2 cw+) by (4.2). 
Since b *1 c is in i?ier , (b *1 C)C#J is in &e, . Since b+ *2 c$ is in i?e, and c+ is 
in R, , Lemma4.2(1) allows us to cancel the c+ and obtain (b *1 c)$ = u(b+ *2 c$), 
UEH,z. 
Turning to the second assertion, suppose that (b *I c)+ = u(b+ *z c#), some 
u E He, . By Proposition 5.4 of [S], (b cr c) cq(c *i b)b in R, , so that condition 
(i) of Theorem 4.1 gives 
But again, Proposition 5.4 gives 
and since K2 is a congruence on R2 we obtain 
u(b+ *2 c@(c+) ‘%&+ *2 WW 
Using our supposition, we can rewrite (4.5) as 
Comparing (4.5’) and (4.6) we obtain 
(c *l b) WJY~ K2N4 *2 WW 
whence by axiom (BII) we obtain 
(c *I 4 ‘$K244 *2 W+ 
(4.6) 
(4.5’) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To see that # is indeed a function, suppose (a, b) al(c, d) 
in Rx x RI. Then by (4.3), cqua and d = ub for some u E HO,. Then by 
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condition (i) we have (~4) K~(u+)(u+) and d+ = (4)(6$), and u$ E He, . Thus 
(a#, b+) ua(c$, d$) in R, x R, , so that 9 is well-defined. 
To see that 4 is a homomorphism, let (a, b& and (c, + belong to Tl . Then 
[(a, 401 %(C, 4oJ!b = NC *1M (b *14401 II, 
= Kc *lb) d(4), @ *14 w~)loz (4.7) 
= NC "14 5wh 4w *2 4w)lcl, 
by part (1) of Lemma 4.3. By part (2) of Lemma 4.3, (c *r b) &q(c# *2 64) 
in R, , whence since K2 is a congruence, 
(c *14&4) K244 *2 w&4 (4.8) 
Let x = (c *1 b) $(uq5), y = (b# *2 c$)(d$), and z = (c$ *2 b~$)(u$) in R, . Then 
(4.8) reads XK~UX and (4.7) reads [(a, b),l or (c, &,]$ = (x, ~y),~ . Thus from 
part (2) of Lemma 4.2 we have 
Before proving the converse part, we assemble a few useful facts. Thus, 
let T be any bisimple left unipotent semigroup constructed from (R, e, K, L(o)) 
as in Theorem B. For any a E R, part (ii) of Theorem B gives (a, a), o (a, u)~ = 
(a, a), whence [(a * a)~, (u * a)~],, = (a, a), . By (4.3) we then have eu = a = 
u(u * a)~, for some unit u E H, . Since e and u(u c a) are in 8, , part (1) of 
Lemma 4.2 gives e = u(u * a), so a * a is a unit in H, . Therefore it follows that 
and 
(a, e), 0 (e, 61, = [(e * +, (e * e)bl, = (a, 61, (4.9) 
(e, a), 0 (a, & = [(a * ale, (a * +I, = (e, 4, . (4.10) 
Also, part (iii) of Theorem B gives 
(e, 40 (e, bJo = (e, ub), . (4.11) 
NOW for the converse part of Theorem 4.1, let 4: Tr --t T2 be a homo- 
morphism which maps <I = (e, , e,),I to l 2 = (e2 , e2),, . For any a in R, , 
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(el y alo1 is in the W-class RcI of T,(o,) which contains cr , so that (e, , CZ),,~$ 
is in the W-class RE2 of Ta(oa) which contains ~a . Let (el , u),~$ = (ea , X& ; 
by (4.3) and axiom (BIII), x, is uniquely determined by a. Let 01~ (i = 1,2) 
denote the partial isomorphisms of Theorem B(iii). Since g1 is also a partial 
isomorphism, then $ = CX&$ is a partial homomorphism of R, into R, 
mapping e, to e2 ; namely, a+ = (aal) I&’ = (e, , a),l I&I;’ = (e, , x,),~ 01;~ = 
x, , so that (el , +$ = (e, , u+),~ . We claim that also (a, er),# = (a& e& 
for any a E R, . To this end, let (a, e&$ = (e,f), . Then using $ and (4.10) 
we find that (eZ , x,),, and (e,f),,, are mutually mverse elements in T2(02). 
Likewise, a routine computation shows that (e2 , x,& and (xa , eJoa are mutually 
inverse elements in T, . Since T, is bisimple and left unipotent, (ea , x&, has 
a unique inverse in the Z-class of T, containing c2 , so that (xa , eJo2 = (e, )), , 
as desired. Therefore, applying # to (4.9) gives 
(Note that if R, and R, are identified with their 01~ and 01~ images in Tl and T, , 
respectively, then # = $1 R, .) 
To see that I$ satisfies condition (i), let UK+ in R, . Then by Theorem B(iv), 
(er , u),~ and (e, , IJ),~ have a common inverse in LC1 ; thus (e, , u),,~$ = (e, , +), 
and (e, , b),l$ = (e, , w),z have a common inverse in LE2 , so that (~4) IC,& 
in R, . 
Finally, to see that condition (ii) holds, let L, o1 Lb = L, in ll,(o,). Since 
L, o1 L, = Lavlb, we have L, = L,vlb and SO aV,b = vc for some unit v in 
He, . 
L 
Thus (aV,b)4 = (v$)(c& for the unit v$ in He, . Now L,, o2 L,, = 
ad’.@ = Lkzdt,bd)(bQ) 7 and from part (1) of Lemma 4.3, u+ t2 b$ = u(a *r b)+ 
for some unit u in He, . Thus 
La, ‘2 Lb, = L(ad*2bQ)(bd = Lu(a*lb)dbd) 
= L(a*,b)d(b6) 
= LhzVlb)Q 
= Lhe)(crn) = Lc, * 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
TO conclude, we shall state the structure theorem for semilattices of bisimple 
left unipotent semigroups with identity. The proof should be apparent. 
We begin by modifying axiom (BI) to read 
“(BI) R is a right cancellative semigroup with identity element e, 
and K is a congruence on R.” 
&I/52/2-2 
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If the remaining axioms (BII)-(BVII) are correspondingly modified, the version 
of Theorem B which is obtained gives a construction of all bisimple left unipotent 
semigroups with identity. Evidently, (e, e), is the identity of T(o). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Y be a semilattice and for each cy E Y let T, be a bisimple 
left unipotent semigroup with identity constructed from (l?, , e, , K, , !L,(oJ) as 
in Theorem B, where C, is a cross section of IL, which is a union of K,-ChSStV. We 
assume that R= n Re = 4 for ti # p in Y. For each pair 01 > /I in Y, let 4e”: 
R, + Re be a partial homomorphism apping e, to e, and such that, if&” denotes 
the identity mapping of Ra onto itself, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) +eu&6 = $,a for 01 > /3 > y in Y; 
(C2) a,K,b, in R, implies (aa#fipa) K,s(ba+,sb) in R, , for d 3 /3 in Y; and 
(C3) Lam 0a-b a 
in Y. 
= L,= in k,(o,) implies L,ol,ea 0, Lba,e, = L,,,, , for a: > /3 
Let 9 = y(Y, $Bs”; R, , e, , K, , L&o,)) = UaeY T, and for ol > fl let q&-O: 
T, --+ Te be the mapping given by (a, , bJOti t,boU = (a&em, b,$eti)Oe . Then each 
#es” is a homomorphism, and +Q,b$ = I,&~ for OL > j3 > y in Y. If we dejine an 
operation (0) on Y = UaPY T, by x o y = (q&J o,, (y&J, where x E T, , 
y E To and (oJ is the operation in TUB , then 9(o) is a strong semilattice of the T, , 
i.e. 9 = [Y; T, , z&~], and if E, = (e, , e& CL in T, , then I = {E,: ol E Y} is a 
subsemigroup of 9(o). 
Conversely, every semilattice S = UasY S, of bisimple left unipotent semigroups 
S, (ti E Y), each having an identity e, and such that the set of identities forms 
a subsemigroup of S, is a strong semilattice of the S, , and is isomorphic to a semi- 
group Y(Y; q5e”; Ra , e, , K, , lL,(o,)) constructed as above. 
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